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Inclusion of a suite of weathering tracers in the cGENIE Earth System Model – muffin
release v.0.9.10

Responses to reviewer comments

On behalf of the author team, I thank anonymous reviewers #1 and #2 for their consid-
eration of our manuscript, their comments and ideas for improvements. We appreciate
the in-depth discussion of our model and manuscript by both reviewers and propose a
wide range of model and manuscript changes based on their suggestions. Below we
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respond to each comment and describe how we will address the raised concerns in a
revised version of the manuscript. I also attached a colour-coded version of our replies
(blue - review comment, black - our reply) as a pdf to this comment, in case that this is
easier to read.

Replies to Reviewer #1

Comment 1: there are a couple of issues with the model that I am not sure about-
in particular with how Os is being handled. For instance, there is no Os input from
Corg weathering, but output into POC and COrg burial. This to me seems a bit of
a shame- partly the system seems underparameterised, but more importantly also, it
really limits the model’s potential in evaluating some important hypotheses in Earth
history regarding weathering changes and its effect on the carbon cycle. For instance,
one cannot test to what extent Os isotopes were reflecting just the exhumation of new
lithologies high in Os (see Myrow et al. 2015, EPSL), vs. weathering changes, because
one cannot change the lithological map. See also things worth testing with such a
spatially detailed and complex model in papers by Zhang & Planavsky (Am. J. Sci.,
2019) and Jagoutz et al.(2016, PNAS). It seems to me reading section 3.1 that although
there is no explicit representation of organic matter weathering in ROKGEM, and sure
carbonate-vs-silicate rock would not be a very good bounding line for modelling Os,
there is a representation of shale lithologies in ROKGEM. Given the importance of
shale in Os weathering fluxes, couldn’t the model at least try to represent lithology in
a more mechanistic way that would allow better flexibility in terms of what could be
modelled? It seems a bit of a cop-out/missed opportunity to just scale to continental
runoff, when the system is so sensitive to the lithology of the Earth surface..

Our Reply: We agree with the reviewer that tying Os concentration and isotopic com-
position in run-off to total weathering rates is a simplification that should be tested.
While ROKGEM can be used to calculate globally-averaged (0D scheme) and spatially-
explicit (2D scheme) weathering fluxes, the former – which only distinguishes between
carbonate and silicate rock weathering – has been extensively published with in simu-
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lating weathering feedback on carbon release and for this reason and traceability, we
focused on that scheme in this paper. However, and particularly in light of the observed
variance in model ocean Os concentrations that is not simulated under our current
(mean global weathering) assumptions, we will test and discuss the consequences of
more resolved representations of Os weathering. Specifically:

Planned model improvements: Firstly, we will provide separate parameters for the con-
centration and isotopic composition of Os derived from carbonates (i.e. linear tem-
perature dependence) and from two adjustable fractions of silicates (i.e. exponential
temperature dependence), one of which will be used to represent the higher concen-
tration and radiogenic nature of Os in shales. Secondly, we will configure ROKGEM in
a fully 2D mode including an explicit representation of the modern distribution of shale
rock types. We will use this to test whether accounting for geographical differences in
shale occurrence leads to any improvement in the model simulated oceanic distribution
of Os concentrations (and isotopic values).

Planned manuscript improvements: We will show marine Os distributions with the
0D and 2D weathering schemes in the supplementary material, and describe the two
weathering schemes more thoroughly in the main manuscript.

Comment 2: Also with Os, I was disappointed by the decision taken in Section 4.2.2
to ignore data-model mismatch on the basis that it ‘should be the basis of a separate
study’.. isn’t the whole point of this paper to be the paper that presents a working
model? If there is a fundamental process affecting Os distribution that is missing in the
model such that it can’t replicate the modern, shouldn’t that tell us that it isn’t ready
to apply to the past? It isn’t really an issue of only being interested in basin-scale
patterns if there is a missing, possibly unknown, process somewhere that could have
been far more prominent in the past and thus render the whole Os representation
inaccurate. There is some mention on Page 24, Line 17 of it being due to Os binding
to organic matter in the water column in low O2. This is confusing, because in Section
3.5 there is a rough parameterization of this process – can’t the model just include
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an [O2]-dependent sink here? Given the propensity of low O2 regions during OAEs,
mass extinctions, etc. where this model might be used, isn’t getting this process right
of utmost importance?

Our Reply: We agree with the reviewer that it is important to understand the sink
mechanisms of Os before interpreting Os records across past intervals. At present, the
exact pathway of Os from solution to sedimentary sinks is not known. Different theories
exist, including but not limited to association with organic matter and correlation with
dissolved O2 concentrations in the sediments or the water column (Woodhouse et al.
[1999], Gannoun et al. [2014]). For this reason, our initial Os modeling did not include
a mechanistic sink for dissolved Os but instead removed a constant fraction of the
dissolved Os inventory, comparable to previous Os cycle models (e.g. Tejada et al.
[2009]). (A full exploration of the alternative mechanisms and sinks for Os was in fact
intended for a follow-up paper.) However, we will now include an explicit model test and
discussion of the effect of including an anoxic scavenging sink for Os (in addition to the
current generic (oxic) lifetime-based removal term). This will be done in conjunction
with the test of an explicit 2D weathering field to help elucidate the reasons for the
‘data-model mismatch’.

Planned manuscript improvements: We will add a comparison and discussion of Os
concentrations simulated with a diffusive sink and with anoxic Os scavenging by or-
ganic particles to the supplementary material of the present manuscript. We will also
provide an example of if and how this modulates the dynamical response of Os in the
ocean to massive carbon release.

Comment 3: In Fig. 1, what are the grey shaded regions, and how are they derived?
This is not explained. And do the means and shaded regions take into account the
uncertainty on each data point, in some sort of Monte Carlo fashion? It might be
advisable- for example with Li where some of the extreme values have reasonably
high uncertainty, and so should not be weighted in the same way when calculating the
mean.
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Our Reply: The grey shaded regions currently show +/- one standard deviation around
the arithmetic mean of all measurements.

Planned manuscript improvements: We will follow the reviewer’s suggestion and weigh
measurements by their reported uncertainty in the revised manuscript. We will also
add an explanation of the grey shading to the legend.

Comment 4: I appreciate that the authors should not be expected to critically examine
the method-ologies and structural sources of uncertainty in all these data publications.
However, there might be some simple ways to help the reader ascertain which of these
data should be considered more reliable as estimates of the seawater isotope compo-
sition or element concentration.. For instance, in recognition of the advances in mass
spectrometry in the past decades that result in superior analytical accuracy and pre-
cision relative to some of these pioneering but now perhaps less trusted estimates,
might it be reasonable to colour-code the measured data by year published? Or if that
is too busy, one could decide on an arbitrary cut-off date (e.g. 2000) and draw the data-
points before that date as slightly lighter than the more recent, and likely more reliable,
estimates? Of course, chronology is an imperfect metric of reliability, but it is likely to
be at least indicative (I noticed that the datasets that are most inclined to diverge from
the model are often the older studies; e.g. Angino 1966, measured via atomic absorp-
tion spectroscopy). It’s easier to evaluate the model’s performance if the reader has a
sense which datapoints might be most likely to be reliable

Our Reply: We share the reviewer’s concerns about the possibility of under-estimated
analytical uncertainties for some of the published measurements, although it is beyond
the scope of a model-development paper to quality-control available observed data for
4 different metals species and 5 isotopes systems. However, we can improve the data
provision and include information such as publication year that can be entrained in the
manuscript discussion.

Planned manuscript improvements: In supplementary material – we will colour-code
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the decade in which measurements were published and provide a full list of the plotted
data points with references.

Comment 5: In Fig. 2, the yellow Calcium arrows are very difficult to see at times..
could use adifferent colour- sky blue?

We will change the colour decoding Calcium pathways to blue as suggested.

Comment 6: I can see how these plots ranking measurements in terms of values is
sensible and meaningful for isotope systems where the residence time in seawater is
vastly more than the timescales of circulation.. But in the case of Os, where there is
a chance of some regional differences, it doesn’t make so much sense. Because if
the spread in the data is as shown but actually most of the data is all from one region,
say, like the North Atlantic, but the model has every grid point in the ocean, you’re
comparing apples and oranges. The model extremes might reflect spatial differences,
but the data extremes might reflect unreliable measurements but from a limited geo-
graphic range. But the plot makes it seem like the comparison should be meaningful.
Something more like Figs. A3 or C1 would likely be more useful, but then at the same
time these figures are not as helpful as they could be. In Fig. A3 it looks like Os con-
centrations and isotopes are totally homogenous everywhere in the model. But in Fig.
5 there are clearly divergent values that suggests Os in seawater is not homogenous.
So which way is it? In Fig. A3 also there are few enough measured profiles that you
could give them different symbols for different ocean basins, and a colour that scales
with latitude?

Our reply: The figures were intended to enable an easy assessment of the homo-
geneity of metal concentrations and isotopes in observations and simulations but we
recognize that they can be misleading in case of sampling bias and do not enable
a detailed discussion of differences between observations and simulations. Fig. A3
erroneously showed average concentrations instead of all grid cell values.

Planned manuscript improvements: We will provide completely-revised model-data
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comparison figures utilizing very different visualization to enable a more meaningful
and accessible discussion of discrepancies between model output and measurements.
We will also correct Fig. A3 accordingly and combine the Os-related panels from the
original Fig. A1 with Fig. A3, so that data points can more easily be traced back to the
study they were reported in.

Comment 7: A lot of the figures are very very small and awkward to read. For instance
Fig. A1..this is a lot of panels of different sizes and shapes, about different things, and
thrown together in one figure- some with superimposed labels in a jarring serif font
positioned in an odd way, some without labels, etc.. Why not just make them separate
supplementary figures for each isotope system - there is no limit on numbers I would
guess, and then you could have plots that people can read properly.

We will change the arrangement of figures so that there is one figure for each element
with panels displaying the measured vertical profiles.

Comment 8: Shouldn’t one of the plots in Figure 5 be concentration?

Our Reply: Yes, and the same issue occurred in Figure 1.

Planned manuscript improvements: We will correct both figures so that they show
concentrations and isotopic composition of dissolved Li.

Comment 9: In Fig. 7 the light and dark lines are hard to tell apart- particularly the
orange, purple and green. Can’t one be dotted and one be dashed, as well?

One line will be dotted, as suggested by the reviewer.

Comment 10: I find the examination of the weathering response to CO2 is very interest-
ing, but also very surprising. If the model suggests that an instant release of as much
as 5,000 Pgof C instantaneous results in barely any change in d7Li, but the PETM,
where a similar order of pCO2 was released saw a 3-4 ‰ change in d7Li (Pogge von
Strandmann P,Jones M, Schmidt D & Murphy M (2019) Goldschmidt Abstracts, 2019
2682), then what gives? Is the model undersensitive, or missing a flux? Or is the Li
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isotope excursionat the PETM caused by something else? It would be good to dis-
cuss this, because otherwise it is impossible to tell how much of it is due to missing
fluxes/reactions, or to know what they might be.

Our Reply: Modelling studies of the d7Li excursion during the PETM and Cretaceous
OAEs found that changes of secondary mineral formation rates in the freshwater sys-
tem were required to produce the observed d7Li excursions, implying climate-related
changes to physical erosion and river transport. cGENIE lacks a complex land-surface
model and the representation of slope or soils and hence cannot prognostically sim-
ulate changing secondary fractionation with climate. We also deliberately chose to
simulate a generic response to carbon release rather than any specific past event for
simplicity and to highlight the zero-th order dynamic model behaviour rather than get
lost in the weeds of specific observations of any particular past event. However, in
line with the inference of Pogge von Strandmann et al. (‘The data imply that silicate
weathering rates increased fairly dramatically across the PETM. In addition, a shift in
the weathering regime to lower intensity (more congruent) weathering . . .’), we can add
and test as an illustration, a model parameterization modulates the ïĄd’7Li of runoff in-
versely to the change in silicate weathering, i.e. higher silicate weathering rates in the
model scaling with a reduced weathering fractionation. (This will be provided as an
option and as a basis for future model improvements, rather than attempting to encap-
sulate the entirety of the consequences of secondary clay formation in a single line of
code.)

Planned model improvements: A simple optional parameterization that modifies 7Li
fractionation associated with weathering, inversely to any climatically induced change
in silicate weathering rates (all on a global mean basis).

Planned manuscript improvements: We will point out the discrepancy between our
simulation results and the geologic record of transient warming events, highlight the
absence of isotopic changes due to erosion rate variations in the discussion of these
simulations, but explicitly test and discuss the consequences of assuming a shift to
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more congruent weathering associated with increased silicate weathering, following
Pogge von Strandmann et al..

Comment 11: In Tables 1-4, values for various parameters and estimates are given,
with references for the source in each case. However, from Table 5 on, when talking
about model default parameters, there is no such detail. It can be hard then for the
reader to know which values are chosen for a good scientific reason, and which are
chosen just based on not wanting the model to crash. It would be good to say where
these numbers came from. Also it seems like a disproportionately high number of
parameters are set to zero- is this because these are the choices made in the chosen
scenario only, or are these a lot of parameters that are theoretically included but that
people should not use because they may crash the model?

Our Reply: The high degree of parameterization of the four metal cycles means that in
every application of the model, the user will have to set the parameters according to
their specific experiment design. The experiment protocols provided on GitHub provide
two sets of parameter choices for pre-industrial metal cycles. However, we realize that
providing generic (often zero) default values was far from helpful, and this we will rectify.

Planned manuscript improvements: To avoid confusion, we will replace the hard-coded
default values in the parameter tables with the parameter values we used for our pre-
industrial spin-up, and also make it clearer that alternative parameter value choices will
be needed for different (paleo) model configurations.

Comment 12: Page 28, Line 26: Would it be hard or computationally-expensive to just
scale the Ca2+source at the seafloor to the bottom water temperature that is simu-
lated?

Our Reply: It is certainly possible to extend cGENIE by a dynamic seafloor weath-
ering module. However, there is no well-established formula for the temperature-
dependence of seafloor Mg-Ca exchange (Coogan and Gillis [2018]), so any parame-
terisation choice needs to be justified and evaluated against observational data. Fur-
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thermore, one would ideally need to consider seafloor weathering and hence also then
need to simulate carbon fluxes to capture the full impact of deep sea temperature vari-
ations on the marine carbonate system. Finally, as summarized in Coogan and Gillis
[2018], bottom water temperature-driven changes in seafloor weathering may also play
a key role in observed variations in 87Sr/86Sr and d7Li through the Cenozoic, meaning
that what is ideally required is a comprehensive (and spatially-explicit) representation
of fluid-rock reaction in cGENIE. We feel that this would require substantive additional
work beyond the scope of our presented model development.

Planned manuscript improvements: We will discuss options to expand cGENIE by
temperature-sensitive seafloor weathering in a newly added outlook section.

Comment 13: Section 3.1: I know there are descriptions in the ROKGEM paper, but
a cursory explanation of how source rock lithologies are programmed into the model
would be helpful in this paper, so the reader doesn’t have to read a whole other paper
to understand this one.

Planned manuscript improvements: We will extend the description of how weathering
fluxes are calculated in ROKGEM as suggested, including the option of using the 2D
weathering scheme.

Comment 14: Section 3.7: Should strontium sulphate delivery by Acantharians matter
and be con-sidered?

Our Reply: Observations indicate that biogenic strontium sulphate production and con-
sequent dissolution affects the distribution of dissolved Sr, though predominantly in the
upper water column due to the relatively high instability of strontium sulphate (e.g.
Steiner et al. [2020]). If restricted to a re-partitioning of concentrations in the upper wa-
ter column (and not significant in terms of a sedimentary sink for Sr), the global budget
will be unaffected for all practical purposes. Indeed, existing model-data discrepancies
between simulated and measured Sr concentrations are on the scale of ocean basins
(e.g. North Atlantic) and we do not think that consideration of Acantharian-driven Sr
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cycling will improve the simulation results. However, we will add to the discussion of
the simulation of the modern Sr cycle in the model and model-data mismatch.

Planned manuscript improvements: Expanded discussion on the Sr distribution in the
modern ocean.

Comment 15: Page 2, Line 5: mantle spelt wrong

We will correct the spelling mistake.

Comment 16: Page 6, Line 13: Perhaps Dellinger et al. (2015, GCA) might be a good
paper to include as a citation here?

We will add the reference to the mentioned sentence.

Comment 17: Page 9, Line 9: I would say it’s due to analytical inaccuracy, technically,
rather than the uncertainty bounds on the values

We will change the expression ‘analytical uncertainty’ to ‘analytical inaccuracy’ as sug-
gested.

Comment 18: Page 12, line 21: Would it be possible to give the user a knob to turn
to partition more or less hydrothermal flux in one ocean basin vs. another at least?
Thinking of the Cretaceous with restricted seaways- Os may be heterogenous, and
centres of hydrothermal activity also.

Our Reply: Spatially explicit benthic fluxes of all elements can already be prescribed as
boundary conditions to the ocean and we can provide an appropriate reference to the
relevant section(s) in the muffin user manual. However, we can go further by adding an
optional ‘mask’ input to constrain hydrothermal fluxes to the masked areas (rather than
to the ocean floor globally). While we do not intend to employ the masked hydrothermal
flux forcing in this current paper, we can add instructions to do so in the user manual.

Planned model improvements: Addition of an optional spatial mask to restrict hy-
drothermal input and exchange.
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Planned manuscript improvements: We will explicitly state the option to prescribe spa-
tially and temporally heterogeneous benthic metal inputs.

Comment 19: Page 13, Line 19: Why only Li in authigenic carbonates, but not others
like Sr?

Our Reply: Our apologies, this sentence was wrong. Li and Sr are incorporated into
benthic carbonates (i.e. carbonates forming at the sediment-water interface in reef
settings).

Planned manuscript improvements: We will re-word the description.

Comment 20: Page 14, Line 12: buried spelt wrong. Also a reference for the statement
would be good.

We will correct this spelling mistake.

Comment 21: Page 18, Table 13: I get that there is no fractionation of Os isotopes
parameterized, but this description in this table suggests that the 187/188Os signature
of inputs is set to 0, which seems to be wrong..?

Our Reply: Table 13 lists the default values for the Os cycle parameters, which are all
set to zero to require the model user to choose a consistent parameter set for their
specific experiment design.

Planned manuscript improvements: We will replace the column of default values in
these tables with the parameter values we chose to simulate the pre-industrial Os
cycle.

Comment 22: Page 19, Lines 21-22: Why is this needed to balance the Ca cycle? And
what is the natural process this is supposed to mimic? Can you give a reference?

Our Reply: The primary sink for Mg in the ocean is hydrothermal exchange for other
cations (principally calcium) and clay formation (e.g. Coogan and Gillis [2018], Hig-
gins and Schrag [2015]). (To a lesser extent, it also accounts for alkalinity removal
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by dolomitisation and the deposition of Mg carbonates, and since the cGENIE only
simulates Ca carbonate burial, this exchange term hence helps provide Mg-Ca mass
balance.)

Planned manuscript improvements: We will extend our discussion of this set-up and
the observed processes in the new manuscript version, including relevant citations.

Comment 23: Page 24, Line 15: not sure ‘against’ is the right word to use here.

We will replace the word ‘against’ with the word ‘across’.

Comment 24: Page 26, Line 1: no date for the Hall reference

We will add the year 2002 to the reference.

Comment 25: Page 26, Line 11-12: Say ‘another’ indication that this paper is wrong..
but wasn’t the first point of discussion earlier in the paper that these values could be
wrong talking about Angino and Billings (1996), not Angino et al.?

Our Reply: The word ‘another’ is referring to the observation that Sr concentrations in
the North Atlantic reported by Angino et al. 1966 are lower than those reported in later
studies (e.g. de Villiers 1999) and those simulated (page 24 lines 5-8).

Planned manuscript improvements: We will clarify this in the new manuscript version.

Comment 26: Fig. A1: Never heard of the Indic Ocean! Also see my main gripe.
Aesthetics in these plots could also be a lot nicer- it’s very default python. For instance
the colour palette for the data series or the data point symbols could be used to convey
information about ocean basin, or study, or something.. The Os isotope panel for
example is really hard to read and not nice on the eyes.

We will split the figure into subfigures for each element and use colour and marker
shape to differentiate between ocean basins and studies, as suggested.

Comment 27: Fig. A2-A5: Many of these figures really don’t print well. The various
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greys and blacks are often very hard to tell apart when printed- the FLUXES vs TUNED
for example. I would using some colours to help with this. Fig A2 has a mixture of []
and () in axis titles. Numbers on the axes are unnecessarily small.

We will change the design of our metal-specific model-data comparison plots so that
local differences between simulations and observations can be explored in a more
visually accessible way.

Comment 28: Fig C1: These datapoints are far too small! Impossible to judge the
colour of the points. Ditto the axis labels and legend entries.. There is a missing colour
scale label for the bottom left panel, and the X longitude axis is completely cut off for
the bottom two panels.

We will increase the size of the data points and make sure all axes are visible.

Comment 29: Acknowledgments: For some reason starts with ‘Furthermore’.. Are
there some sen-tences missing/lost before?

Our Reply: We thank the reviewer for spotting this confusing sentence start, which was
an editing error.

Planned manuscript improvements: We will remove the word ‘Furthermore’.

Replies to Reviewer #2

Comment 1: As clearly mentioned and explained in the paper, the cycling of the
trace metals (TM) and their isotopic signatures is heavily dependent on the continental
weathering pro-cesses, in a way making them difficult to simulate. Here the authors
choose to linkthe trace metal fluxes to the weathering flux as calculated by another
cGENIE module (ROKGEM). The authors assume that TM fluxes are proportional to
the silicate and/or carbonate weathering fluxes. This is probably true for Sr and Ca,
but not for Li and Os. Os is heavily dependent on the presence of particulate organic
matter. Continental Li fluxes and their isotopic signature are controlled by the interac-
tions between secondary phases and the continental waters. Those processes are not
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included in the model. Typically, periods of intense weathering will be characterized by
a large retention of Li inside secondary minerals, strongly reducing the Li fluxes during
the phase of regolith growth, while major cation fluxes released by the weathering of
fresh rocks will be at a high level (Vigier and Goddéris, 2014). Li fluxes and isotopic
signature are further impacted by the presence of large flooded areas on the conti-
nents, where continuous exchanges with clay minerals can occur, directly impacting
the isotopic signature of the continental Li discharge (Dellinger et al., 2015; Maffre et
al., 2020). I’m not saying that it is mandatory to include all this in a global scale model,
but I fear a bit that the proportionality hypothesis will generate wrong interpretations
of the seawater isotopic signal. This should be discussed in the paper, for example by
stating that this is a first step towards something closer to the physics of the weathering
system.

Our reply: We agree that terrestrial processes can substantially alter the composition of
dissolved Os and Li in continental run-off and that a representation of these processes
in cGENIE would improve the comparability of simulation results with observations and
the geologic record. However, a considerably more complex and highly resolved repre-
sentation of the terrestrial freshwater system and soils would be required to add these
processes into cGENIE, which we think is beyond the scope of this manuscript. While
our present implementation of the Li cycle in cGENIE has the same caveat as most
existing Li cycle models that continental inputs have to be manually manipulated to ac-
count for the full impact of climate change on the marine Li reservoir, it still offers new
functionalities (i.e. spatially-explicit and dynamic Li burial and the option to simulate
Li isotopes alongside other proxies and environmental change in a consistent set-up)
to investigate the geologic record. However, as per for our reply to Reviewer #1, we
can implement and test (in the context of the abstracted massive carbon release ex-
periments) a simple scheme that inversely couples weathering rate and intensity (and
hence inversely relates changes in riverine Li flux to its isotopic composition). With re-
gards to Os – please see our reply to Reviewer #1 and intended explicit spatial test of
the importance of spatially-heterogeneous lithological distributions of shale-associated
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kerogen.

Planned model improvements: A simple optional parameterization that modifies 7Li
fractionation associated with weathering, inversely to any climatically induced change
in silicate weathering rates (all on a global mean basis).

Planned manuscript improvements: We will stress that land-surface processes are cur-
rently not simulated by cGENIE and discuss consequences for the interpretation of the
simulated transient perturbation. We will also discuss options for future improvements
of the cGENIE Li cycle in a newly added outlook section.

Comment 2: My second point is related to the residence times of the TM. A clearly
stated by the authors, the residence times of the fourth considered TM in the ocean is
much longer than the mixing time of the ocean. This implies that the seawater signal
will be uniform all around the world. This is shown on figure 1. So why using a complex
3D oceanic model? The mixing will generate a uniform distribution of the TM and
their isotopic signature. The interest of including those TM in the model is more to
constrain the contribution of the continental and oceanic crust weathering to the flux
of elements. If the objective is to constrain the oceanic mixing, elements displaying
shorter residence time are best fitted, such as the Nd. This said, the long residence
time does not preclude spatial variations, especially on continental margins as it is the
case for strontium (El Meknassi et al., Geology, 2020). But those margins are generally
not represented in the models. So, I’m just wandering whether a better description of
the objectives should appeared or not? (I would say yes).

Our reply: There are a variety of reasons for utilizing a 3D ocean circulation model
(although we would argue that it is the least ‘complex’ in usage and hence most appro-
priate). For instance: 1. As highlighted by both Reviewers, for some of the TMs, the flux
to the ocean can be dependent on the spatial pattern of lithology and surface climate –
requiring a 2D land-surface representation and hence at least a ‘21

2D’ (e.g. CLIMBER-
2, Brovkin et al. 2012]) if not 3D ocean model component. 2. The ocean sources and
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sinks may be spatially heterogeneous, for instance hydrothermal fluxes as highlighted
by Reviewer #1 and marine carbonate burial. For Os – if anoxic scavenging is indeed
important, a fully 3D representation of the ocean is required in order to simulate the
spatial extent and intensity of oxygen minimum zones. 3. The cGENIE model already
includes a variety of proxies – published systems such as ïĄd’13C, ïĄd’34S, ïĄd’44Ca,
ïĄd’56Fe, and I/Cd, plus as-yet unpublished systems such as ïĄd’30Si, Cd/Ca – all of
which require a spatially-explicit representation of ocean circulation and biogeochemi-
cal cycling. The great advantage of adding the TMs is to enable a multi-proxy modelling
approach in which e.g. changes in ïĄd’13C can be simulated alongside the TMs, which
we illustrate in this manuscript in the context of the Earth system response to a mas-
sive carbon release. We also respectively disagree with the reviewer that all 4 TMs are
uniform throughout the ocean, particularly in the case of Os (as discussed in our re-
ply to Reveiwer #1). (While upper water column Sr concentrations may exhibit distinct
non-uniform profiles, we however argue in this case that we need not mechanistically
account for this particular heterogeneity.)

Planned manuscript improvements: As suggested, we will state these objectives much
more clearly and argue the case at greater length.

Comment 3: My last point is related to the implementation of the runoff. I checked in
the Colbourn contribution, but I was not able to understand precisely how it works. A
brief description should appear in the text. In summary, this contribution is valuable
and should be published, with the above points clarified

Our reply: We are happy to provide an explicit description, including a new figure
illustrating the river routing grid, in the revised manuscript. We had also previously
devised but not published with, an alternative solute routing scheme that partitions
global weathering fluxes according to relative freshwater runoff, rather than drainage
basin area. We will also include a description and model test of this modification of the
original global mean scheme of Colbourn and co-authors.
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Planned manuscript improvements: We will extend the description of weathering and
solute routing in our manuscript so that the reader gets a better understanding of the
relevant functionalities.
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